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Acceval boasts years of solid experience

Acceval transforms Petronas’ pricing and
commercial excellence capability

The leading chemicals producer gets stellar results with its partnership with Acceval.
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ricing is a major lever impacting profitability. Yet this
is not competently managed in many B2B companies.
Compounding this lack of pricing excellence capability
is the fact that pricing in the commodity product industry
(such as petroleum and petrochemical), is challenging, due to
high volatility of product and feedstock prices.
The business benefit of achieving pricing excellence in
B2B industries is significant, typically in the range of 1-3% of
revenue i.e. US$10-30 million/yr for a company with sales of
US$1 billion/year.
Despite the substantial potential benefits, there is high
organization inertia towards pricing capability improvement
in the commodity product industries, due to a number of
factors; including misconceptions about the relevance of
pricing management.
One of the few exceptions is Petronas Chemicals
Marketing Sdn Bhd (PCM), a leading chemicals producer
which clearly understood the importance and benefits of
pricing excellence. As part of its profitability improvement
drive, Petronas embarked on a strategic project with
Acceval, a pricing and commercial excellence software and
consulting firm, to transform the company’s pricing and
sales effectiveness capability enabled by a data-driven pricing
and margin management software. For Petronas, achieving
optimum pricing and pricing discipline was paramount to the
company’s success.
“We were looking at an overall commercial excellence
beyond 2020. We understand that price is the easiest and yet
the most impactful lever to attain profitability,” explains Akbar
Md Thayoob, CEO of PCM explained.
Transformation journey
In planning for the project, Petronas went through an
extensive process to choose its vendor. This included a
comprehensive evaluation of the pricing and commercial
excellence tools in fulfilling Petronas’ current and future
capability requirements across the different businesses within
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its portfolio. Besides the tool capabilities, vendors are required
to demonstrate the ability to help the company go through a
transformation journey; including developing competencies of
its staff and managing the change process.
Acceval was chosen as an outcome of this thorough
evaluation and tendering process. Despite having many
multinational companies under its belt, Acceval had to
beat top brand-name software vendors and a well known
management consultant with pricing software offering.
Acceval’s software solution is multi-faceted and goes
beyond just optimising pricing. It also provided the platform
to generate price guidance to sales executives; enabled real
time deal decision support to evaluate discount requests
and volume allocation decisions; and negotiate deal terms
based on various pricing models and next best alternative
considerations.
Beyond the core requirements, the software also supports
advanced capabilities such as pricing power assessment,
advanced customer segmentation / offerings alignment,
customer value pricing and channel optimization.
Acceval initially implemented its pricing solution in a pilot
project with Petronas’ chemicals division.The project’s success
led to subsequent projects with other Petronas businesses.
“The chosen pilot was highly challenging in terms of
business and pricing complexity. Yet, Acceval successfully
delivered the software, reengineered process and built
competency of people. We developed innovative processes,
pricing models and volume prioritization capabilities which
helped the client achieve better business performance and
financial results,” said Chung Chee Kong, Managing Director
of Acceval.
More than just software implementation
This integrated approach was exactly what Petronas had been
looking for. In picking Acceval, Petronas was not only looking
for another software to use; it was in fact searching for an
end-to-end solution which will help boost the capability of

its commercial team and help them understand concepts in
pricing and progress through stages of pricing maturity.
“Acceval’s solution is configurable and easy to navigate.
The solution we have is basically for decision support - it
automatically pulls data from readily available sources such
as the publications that we subscribe to and our own data.
For example, long-term contract formula-based pricing
decision support is provided to propose and negotiate price
formula. During execution, final price are calculated when
they are due. Data no longer remains in a spread sheet kept
by individuals, but is maintained in a transparent manner in
the system,” Akbar says.
“With their previous work in other organizations
who we consider as our peers, we learned about leading
practices from AcceVal. Over a short period of time in our
collaboration, AcceVal behaves as ‘coach’ rather than as a
consultant,” Akbar adds.
As a result of Acceval’s program, significant changes were
seen among the Petronas sales team. “In term of capabilities,
we are changing our sales team into value negotiators, who
can articulate defensible arguments to convey the values of
our product and services to our customers. This involved a
mindset change. We no longer refer to Floor Price, instead
we talk about Offer Price, and people are aware of the
contribution margins generated in the system for every deal,”
Akbar says.
Showcasing pricing and commercial excellence
At present, beyond providing pricing software and
consulting, Acceval also offers services in pricing and
commercial excellence training and certification through
collaboration with pricing insititute such as Asia Pricing
Professionals.
“Our software uses a comprehensive pricing and
commercial excellence framework which is innovated
based on decades of management consulting experience,
beyond the typical framework which primarily focuses on
transactional pricing but without other crucial elements
important for decision support such as industry dynamics
and customer value, behaviour and needs,” Chung says.
Thanks to its array of software solutions, the company

Optimising revenue opportunities
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cceVal is a Singapore-based software cum consulting
company which specializes in margin optimization through
pricing and commercial excellence. It was founded in 2006
by a team of consultants and solution architects led by Chung Chee
Kong, who now serves as the company’s managing director. It
provides services across multiple industries including manufacturing
(particularly petrochemical / petroleum / chemical and also
pharmaceutical, consumer products), as well as services industries
(eg telecommunications). Acceval has proven its ability to shape

is able to help stem revenue leakages brought about by
unwarranted discounts during sales quotation and nonsystematic deal negotiation processes, and reduce lost revenue
and margin opportunities brought about by under-pricing and
sub-optimal volume prioritization decisions.
Petronas is full of praises for its consultant. “Overall everyone
involved in the solution, from business to our IT support
personnel, has benefitted from this journey,” Akbar says. “On
the whole the solution has been an asset to our business – it
enables decisions to be made quicker and automates the
underlying calculations.
When asked if it would recommend Acceval’s business
solution to other enterprises, Petronas’ response was a
resounding yes—for its associates and sister companies, in
particular. As for its competitors, Petronas would rather keep
Acceval’s expertise to itself.
Chung stressed the need for pricing software among firms.
“Companies that are profitable doesn’t mean that all their
transactions are profitable or there is no room for further
revenue and/or profit improvement. Even profitable companies
can benefit from further revenue & profitability improvement
using advanced pricing process and techniques,“ he says.
“In fact, pricing excellence is more crucial during business
downturn or challenging market environment, such as the
current period of low oil/commodity product prices,” he adds.
strategy, execute and realize business value for its clients.
AcceVal offers a host of innovative software solutions that uses a
comprehensive pricing and commercial excellence framework. The
solution analyses not only transactional data but also external data,
including customer survey feedback, market dynamics data and
modelling of deal pricing power.
It supports advanced customer segmentation techniques, and
boasts enterprise-level customer value pricing capability to enable
salespersons to negotiate with their customers based on value,
rather than just based on price.
“With our previous management and technology consulting
experience, the tool we built delivers very significant benefits
because it addressed the constraints and weaknesses of the various
software in the market,” says Chung.
For a company like Acceval, its current success could have only
been possible through years of solid experience its founders have
had over the years, particularly in high-wattage firms such as
Accenture, Deloitte, SAP, among others.
Going forward, Chung says that AcceVal is looking to extend
its solution in the banking industry where its software solution is
equally relevant.

